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MATERIALS ON LAND AND AGRICULTURAL PROBLEMS IN TAIWAN 1950-1980

A report on the research of Taiwan's land reform, agricultural development and economic policy in Taiwan from 1950-1980

Compiled by Dr. Tseng Hsiao
Director of China Research Institute of Land Economics

This is a first hand material on research into land reform and agricultural development in Taiwan. Together with previous publications of "Data on Chinese Land Problems in the 1930s" and "Materials on Chinese Problems in Economy, Agriculture, Lands and Water Utilization in the 1930s and 1940s, Microfiche Edition", this present work brings to a completion a whole series of study and research on land and agricultural problems in China and Taiwan. This present work seeks to answer the miraculous economic achievement of Taiwan.

The set is classified under the following categories:
1. Land Administration and Land Policy
2. Land Ownership and Land Distribution
3. Land Price and Land Taxation
4. Agricultural Monetary Systems
5. Land Utilization and Agricultural Economy
6. Urban Land Utilization and Industrial Land Utilization

SEND ORDERS TO — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

CH'ENG WEN PUBLISHING CO.

P. O. BOX: 22605
TAIPEI, TAIWAN, THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA
Reference Works
FOR EAST ASIAN LIBRARIES

The Grand Secretariat in Ch'ing China
A Chronological List
Ku Hung-ting
Research Aids Series No. 3
$8.50

Chinese Studies
A Bibliographic Manual
Ernst Wolff
Bibliographic Series No. 1
PB$15.50

Concordances and Indexes to Chinese Texts
D. L. McMullen
CMRASC Occasional Series No. 34
$10.00

Modern Japanese Authors in Area Studies
A Namelis
Austin C. Shu
CMRASC Research Aids No. 17
$11.95

A Concordance to the Poems of Wei Ying-wu
Thomas P. Nielson
CMRASC Research Aids No. 14
$25.00

Index to Pre-T'ang Poetry
A Combined Index to Ku shih yüan and Ku shih hsüan
Chik-fong Lee
Research Aids Series No. 4
$16.50

尚書通檢, 類書類編
Wallace S. Johnson, Jr.
$21.75

尚書通檢, 類書類編
Index du Chang Chou
Centre franco-chinois d'études sinologiques No. 16
$15.00

STANFORD CONCORDANCE SERIES

Volume One
1. A Concordance to Chu Hsi
   “Ta Hsueh Chang Chü”
   $20.00

2. A Concordance to Chu Hsi
   “Chung Yung Chang Chü”
   $20.00

Volume Two
3:1 A Concordance to
Wang Yang-ming
“Ch'uan Hsi Lu”: Text
$28.00

Volume Three
3:2 A Concordance to
Wang Yang-ming
“Ch'uan Hsi Lu”: Concordance
$30.00

4. A Concordance to
Wang Yang-ming
“Ta Hsueh Wen”
$30.00

Volume Four
5. A Concordance to Tai Chen
   “Yuan Shan”
   $35.00

6. A Concordance to Tai Chen
   “Meng Tzu I Shu Cheng”
   $35.00

CMC is the leading distributor of publications from Taiwan. Please contact us for information on our services or for complete listings of our publications in the China field.

CHINESE MATERIALS CENTER
CMC Taipei Liaison Office
P. O. Box 22048 Taipei, Taiwan 100
Republic of China
# New and Distinguished Books on Chinese

## Language Change in the People's Republic of China

*Three Volumes, each $7.50*

James Tai: A three part series of books which surveys the complex shifts in language usage since 1949 in China.
- **Part One: Vocabulary Change**  
- **Part Two: Syntactical Change**  
- **Part Three: Phonological Change**  
  (Part One available. Parts Two and Three in preparation)

## Chinese-English Dictionary of Colloquial Terms Used in Modern Chinese Literature

Compiled by David Collier: A dictionary of over 11,000 terms drawn from the rich heritage of the modern, colloquial literature of China. Traditional characters, Pin-yin romanization. Arrangement is by radical/stroke: $10.00

## Beginning Chinese Reader: Supplementary Materials

Pauline Chang, James Landers and Margaret Spencer:
- **Part One: Structure Points and Word Studies**
- **Part Two: Exercises**

*A comprehensive series of practical studies of vocabulary and grammar as presented in *Beginning Chinese Reader* (DeFrancis) in pin-yin romanization.*

## Pronunciation Exercises for Beginning Chinese (T)

James Liang: A set of practical exercises designed to introduce the beginning student to the sounds of modern Mandarin. Pin-yin romanization: $2.00

## Far Eastern Publications Yale University

### THE STANDARD CHINESE SERIES (in pin-yin romanization)

**Spoken**

- **Introduction to Chinese Pronunciation and the Pin-yin Romanization**  
  Hugh M. Stimson, Introduces the sounds of standard Mandarin to the beginning student: $2.00

- **Spoken Standard Chinese Volume One**  
  Hugh M. Stimson and Parker Po-fei Huang, A new text for elementary Chinese in pin-yin romanization: $8.75

- **Spoken Standard Chinese Volume Two**  
  Vivien Hsi-yun Lu with Hugh M. Stimson, A lesson by lesson assortment of exercises designed to practice the vocabulary and patterns of volume one of the Spoken Standard Series: $5.00

- **Spoken Standard Chinese Volume Two**  
  Vivien Hsi-yun Lu, Presents a set of writing and translation exercises to review and practice the characters, structures and vocabulary of the first volume in the Written Standard Series: $5.00

**Reading**

- **Written Standard Chinese Vol. I (T)**  
  Parker Po-fei Huang and Hugh M. Stimson, An introduction to reading Chinese. Volume One introduces 300 basic characters. Both complex and simplified forms. Pin-yin romanization: $8.95

- **Written Standard Chinese Vol. I Student Workbook**  
  Vivien Hsi-yun Lu, Presents a set of writing and translation exercises to review and practice the characters, structures and vocabulary of the first volume in the Written Standard Series: $5.00

- **Written Standard Chinese, Vol. II (T)**  
  Parker Po-fei Huang and Hugh M. Stimson, Volume Two of the Written Standard Chinese series. Introduces another 300 basic Chinese characters. Both complex and simplified forms. Pin-yin romanization: $8.95

---

All orders and correspondence should be sent to:
Far Eastern Publications  
Yale University  
Box 2505 A, Yale Station, 340 Edwards St.  
New Haven, Conn. 06520
A COMPREHENSIVE SURVEY
THE GROTTO ART OF CHINA

This long awaited series, entitled The Grotto Art of China (cave temples of China), will be published by the joint efforts of Wenwu publishers, the publishing department of China's Cultural Activities Bureau, and a Japanese publisher widely known for its outstanding books on Asian arts. A comprehensive survey introducing the grotto art of China, the series is planned in some 20 volumes and contains the most up-to-date research by scholars from both China and Japan, illustrated with superb colour plates.

Complete listing of the series:

THE MOGAO GROTTOES OF DUNHUANG 5 vols.
THE YULIN GROTTOES OF ANXI 1 vol.
THE BINGLING TEMPLE GROTTOES 1 vol.
THE BUDDHA CAVEs OF QYZIL 2 vols.
THE BUDDHA CAVEs OF KUMTURA 1 vol.
THE YUNGAN GROTTOES 2 vols.
THE LONGMEN GROTTOES 2 vols.
and other volumes including the GONGXIAN GROTTOES

THE MOGAO GROTTOES OF DUNHUANG

This is the first part to be published in 5 volumes and can be considered as a single series, to be completed by the end of 1982. The five volumes are arranged chronologically:

Vol. 1 Northern Dynasties
Vol. 2 Sui
Vol. 3 Tang I
Vol. 4 Tang II
Vol. 5 Five Dynasties and Northern Song

Already published and available is vol. 1, with contents:
Cloth, slip case. 21 x 30 cm. £ 70.-

Vol. 2 is to be published in May, 1981, and will be supplied to all buyers of vol. 1.

************

We shall be pleased to send our catalogues and lists of new, second-hand & out-of-print books on subjects relating to the Far East, upon request.

HAN-SHAN TANG LTD
661 FULHAM ROAD, LONDON SW6 5PZ, U.K.
IMPORTANT NEW BOOKS

Americans and Chinese

**PASSAGE TO DIFFERENCES**

Francis L. K. Hsu

The University Press of Hawaii is proud to announce a new edition of this classic comparative interpretation of Chinese and American life, to be available in paperback as well as hardcover in the fall of 1981. Francis L. K. Hsu's thought-provoking contribution to the understanding of two cultures was first published in 1953, completely revised and reissued in 1970, and updated and revised by the author for this new edition. The following is a review of the 1970 edition of this significant work:

"The author is an anthropologist who was born in China, did graduate work in England and the U.S. as well as field work in China, and has been teaching here—a perhaps unique set of competences for writing this book. Professor Hsu is not addressing himself to anything so simple as Sino-American political relations; he has set himself the profound task of comparing two civilizations that he knows intimately. He demonstrates their radical dissimilarities and the advantages and disadvantages of each with a lucid, calm, down-to-earth approach. His language is simple and free of professional jargon, and, using these cultures to criticize each other, he illuminates both. Though Professor Hsu writes with professional exactness and scientific restraint, his personality comes through—an acute, sensitive thinker and a man of very good will."

—The New Yorker

Francis L. K. Hsu is professor of anthropology and director of the Center for Cultural Studies in Education at the University of San Francisco. After receiving his B.A. from the University of Shanghai, Dr. Hsu completed a Ph.D. in cultural anthropology at London University in 1940. For many years he was professor of anthropology and chairman of the Department of Anthropology at Northwestern University. In 1977-1978 he served as president of the American Anthropological Association.

ISBN 0-8248-0710-3
ca. 328 pp., Fall 1981, cloth, $22.50

**Anthology of Korean Literature FROM EARLY TIMES TO THE NINETEENTH CENTURY**

compiled and edited by Peter H. Lee

This first anthology of Korean literature offers a comprehensive sampling of the major genres of poetry and prose written from about A.D. 600 to the end of the nineteenth century. The reader will find in it a dazzling array of myths and legends, essays and biographies, love poems and Zen poems, satirical tales and tales of wonder, stories of adventure and of heroism, as well as quieter pieces treating the farmer's works and days and the pleasures and sorrows of the simple life.

Peter H. Lee, professor of Korean comparative literature at the University of Hawaii at Manoa, is a member of the International Council of the Translation Center and a recent Guggenheim Fellow.

ISBN 0-8248-0739-1
ca. 448 pages, Fall 1981, cloth, $24.00
ISBN 0-8248-0736-1, paper, $12.00

**Korean Communism, 1945-1980**

A REFERENCE GUIDE TO THE POLITICAL SYSTEM

Dae-Sook Suh

This volume presents basic reference materials on the North Korean communist political system. Its primary purpose is the presentation of factual reference materials and not analysis of the system itself, although explanations are given in each section of the materials compiled. These materials include an annotated bibliography of the writings of Kim II Sung; reference materials on the Workers' Party of Korea, the Supreme People's Assembly, the Administration Council, the Central Court, and the Central Procurator's Office; the Socialist Constitution of 1972; the bylaws of the party; and approximately two hundred basic terms used in the political system.

Dae-Sook Suh is professor of political science and director of the Center for Korean Studies at the University of Hawaii at Manoa. He is the author of The Korean Communist Movement, 1918-1948 (1967), Documents of Korean Communism (1970), and Political Leadership in Korea (1975).

ca. 340 pp., Fall 1981, $20.00

**As the Japanese See It**

PAST AND PRESENT

compiled and edited by Michiko Y. Aoki and Margaret B. Dardess

This collection of readings, designed to illustrate common human concerns in Japanese society, will be a useful new resource in teaching Japanese culture and tradition to undergraduates in history, sociology, and anthropology courses. From these readings—all by Japanese and many of them very personal accounts—the student will see the Japanese from an unusual perspective, that of the "ordinary people" themselves.

Nearly two-thirds of the selections are translated here for the first time and are not available in English elsewhere. The readings include autobiographical material, letters, sermons, legends, and short stories; and excerpts from novels, newspaper accounts, interviews, and even an etiquette manual. The earliest selections date from the eleventh century and the most recent from 1976; the greatest number of selections depict daily life in the first half of the twentieth century and the years since World War II.


Michiko Y. Aoki has done extensive research on the social history and mythology of Japan. She completed the doctorate at Columbia University in 1970 and is the translator of Izumo Fudoki and author of Ancient Myths and Early History of Japan: A Cultural Foundation. Margaret B. Dardess completed the doctorate in modern Japanese history in 1973 at Columbia. She has taught at St. Mary College and the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

ISBN 0-8248-0759-6
ca. 370 pages, Fall 1981, cloth, $17.50
ISBN 0-8248-0760-X, paper, $7.95

Order from:
The University Press of Hawaii
2840 Kolowalu Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822

Thank you!
Leader in the Export of Japanese Culture

Since its foundations, a supplier of publications on Japan and Japanese culture to educational and research institutions all over the world, this company today enjoys such great trust from leading American colleges and universities that we receive blanket orders from these and many other important organizations.

We serve the world to supply its needs for publications produced in Japan: periodicals, books, anything in print.

Try us: Japan's oldest, largest exporters of publications. Our wealth of experience is your assurance of satisfactory service.

JAPAN PUBLICATIONS TRADING CO., LTD

PRINCIPAL FIELDS OF ACTIVITY

Exporting-importing publications
Bookmaking and publishing

Exporting-importing sundry goods
Publishing authorized reprints

日本出版貿易株式会社

JAPAN PUBLICATIONS TRADING CO., LTD.

P.O. Box 5030 Tokyo International, Tokyo, Japan
Soviet Policy in Asia—
Expansion or Accommodation?
Sung-jo Han, editor
The emergence of the Soviet Union as the foremost military power in East
Asia and its expansionist policy manifested in several parts of the world since
the mid-1970s raise questions which require careful examination and thorough
discussion.

In this provocative volume, thirteen distinguished scholars—namely, Robert
A. Scalapino, Harry Gelman, Byung-joon Ahn, Paul F. Langer, Richard H.
Solomon, Dimitri K. Simes, Herbert S. Levine, Robert W. Campbell, Key-whan
Kim, In-ho Lee, Chang-yoon Choi, Sung-joo Han, and Coit Dennis Blacker—
analyze the goals and capabilities of the Soviet Union in its policy toward the
world and Asia, and define the nature of the Soviet challenge in the area.

Asiatic Research Center Foreign Policy Studies
386 pages, 15 × 22.5cm, paperback, $12.50

Syngman Rhee and
American Involvement in Korea: 1942-1960
— A Personal Narrative
By Robert T. Oliver
For two decades, during the painful birth pangs of the Republic of Korea,
then during the Korean War and the contorted Panmunjom Truce
negotiations, at the 1954 Geneva Conference, and during the hopeful but ill
fated efforts to rehabilitate the war-ravaged nation into "the showplace of
democracy in the Far East," Dr. Oliver was at once President Rhee's close
friend and confidant and his confidential advisor on international relations.

It is from this background, and drawing upon the unpublished and hitherto
inaccessible body of their private correspondence and intimate journals, that
Dr. Oliver has composed this frank and detailed narrative.

518 pages, 15 × 23.5cm, $16.50

To Dear Readers:

Known affectionately in Korea as Bomb-Mun-Sa, Panmun Book Company
has been an importer of English language materials for Korean readers and an
exporter of Korean language materials for overseas academicians and
librarians for over two decades.

We solicit your inquiries on written materials published in Korea.
Our export department handles all current books, periodicals and
monographs as well as non-priced publications.

Besides, our publishing division devotes itself to subjects concerning
modern and ancient Korea in the English language. The two titles listed above
manifest our intention.

For any inquiries regarding your manuscript, please contact our editorial
advisor, Professor Edward Wagner, Harvard University, 2 Divinity Avenue,
Cambridge, Mass. 02138. Thank you!
經時35年才見世的名著——中國地名辞典的定本

中國歷史地名大辞典

原著：劉鉉仁 編著：塩亜英 視監修：森鹿三、劉俊南（共6卷）

附有另卷“中國分省地圖”（1918～1944年）日4開96頁。

・收錄地名約12萬個，均有其歷史說明
・綜合編輯，地名包括中國大陸和台灣
・發音標示均採用中國常用的新“拼音”
・衛字表和拼音總索引收載齊全、方便
・開數B5、總頁數3,160頁，售價144,000 日元

久未見世的本巨著，采原“滿鐵調查部”委托當時地誌學泰斗劉鉉仁先生主編完成者，第二次世界大戦後年榙好了版打清樣，但未付印出版。

本大辞典出版之際，費時6年補其欠缺，新添台灣地名，收載頁數多並且內容豐富，是一本名符其實的最高水平之綜合性中國地名辞典。

中國擁有五千年的悠久歷史、土地廣闊，詳細敘述其全國地名的本辞典，不僅是學術文化研究不可或缺的基本資料，而且還可供所有領域包括政治、經濟、社會等各領域實務利用。

出版： 株式会社凌雲書房
出售： 日本出版貿易株式会社

P. O. Box 5030 Tokyo International, Tokyo, Japan
We are dealers in Chinese publications. If you need any Chinese new books, rare old books or periodicals, please do not hesitate to write us.

Our catalogues which are printed regularly will be sent to readers if required.

We are also the blanket order dealers of the Library of Congress for China and Hong Kong publications.

經售中文圖書，絕版書籍及各類報刊，常備新書目錄，函索即奉。

美國國會圖書館之中國及香港地區書刊亦係由本公司承辦。
1587, A Year of No Significance
The Ming Dynasty in Decline
Ray Huang
In 1587 nothing very special happened in China. Yet Huang’s account of the events of this year and his vivid portrayal of the lives of seven officials prominent in the court reveal much about China’s perennial inability to adapt to change, a failure which led to the decline of the Ming dynasty. Huang’s ingenious perspective is a major contribution to the understanding of Chinese history.

"There will be widespread agreement on [this] book’s impressive achievement in providing vivid biographical and institutional detail within a highly readable text."—Library Journal $19.95

The Chia-ting Loyalists
Confucian Leadership and Social Change in Seventeenth-Century China
In 1645, Chinese soldiers in the employ of the new Manchu Ch'ing government massacred 20,000 of their countrymen in the city of Chia-ting. This book is the first study in English of the massacre, the resistance movement that preceded it, and the reasons why the Ming loyalist literati who led the resistance failed to prevent this atrocity. $35.00

Now available in paper
China’s Examination Hell
The Civil Service Examinations of Imperial China
Ichisada Miyazaki
translated by Conrad Schirokauer
"The most comprehensive narrative treatment in any language of [this] enduring achievement of Chinese civilization."—American Historical Review $4.95

From Ming to Ch'ing
Conquest, Region, and Continuity in Seventeenth-Century China
edited by Jonathan D. Spence and John E. Wills, Jr.
"Makes a valuable contribution to Ming-Ch'ing studies and should be required reading for anyone interested in the two dynasties."—American Historical Review $8.95

Perspectives on the Tang
edited by Arthur F. Wright and Denis Twitchett
"This impressive volume contains eleven papers...[that] illuminate this glorious era of imperial China."—American Historical Review $10.95

Facets of Taoism
Essays in Chinese Religion
edited by Holmes Welch and Anna Seidel
"Adds notably to [our] knowledge about an important but hitherto poorly explored aspect of Chinese civilization."—American Historical Review $7.95

Yale
Yale University Press
New Haven and London